
SHORT- & 
MIDFORM CONTENT



HORIZONTAL



BEHIND BARS
This series reveals what it really means to be part of this very special world behind
bars. Experience first-hand the challenges each guard faces on a daily basis as
well as the prisoner’s struggles to develop strategies for survival. Behind Bars – The
World’s Toughest Prisons gives unprecedented access into a microcosm that only
a few will ever experience but which is a brutal everyday reality for many.

22 Videos (6-14 mins)

Preview: Behind Bars

Preview: Banged Up: My Story

BEYOND BORDERS
Beyond Borders - Inside American Immigration  is a compelling and heart-stopping 
documentary series about ICE -  Immigration and Customs Enforcement. With 
exclusive access to ICE/ERO during the last year of Trump’s presidency the series 
captures in gripping detail the high stakes game of cat and mouse played out 
every day across America between law enforcement and those regarded as foreign 
criminals evading justice. Revealing the real challenges beyond the US borders. 

4 Videos (4-7 mins)

Preview: Beyond Borders

BANGED UP: MY STORY
What is life in prison really like? How does it feel to spend 23hrs a day locked in 
a cell? Or to have to share your meals with killers and rapists? In Banged Up: My 
Story, we hear first-hand from ex-convicts from some of the toughest prisons in 
the world. We sit down with them as they tell their very personal stories, and for 
the first time ask them the questions that audiences have always wanted to ask 
about what it is really like to be incarcerated.

4 Videos (14-15 mins)
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https://vimeo.com/864477486/99b444b888?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/864479929/d272fbbe15?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/864480375/e4e096fea2?share=copy


GIANT POP-UP CONSTRUCTION
Building a 30-story skyscraper in two weeks? A train track underbridge in a couple
of hours? Pin-point planning and sometimes a slightly exotic interpretation
of safety at work make this possible. Thousands of workers and plenty of huge
machinery acting simultaneously create bizarre and breathtaking imagery while
cutting-edge CGI explanations and deep insights into the planning process reveal
a highly structured choreography behind the pretended chaos.

8 Videos (14-16 mins)

Preview: Giant Pop-up Constructions I Password: Quintus2015

MEGA TRANSPORTS
Our mega journey continues! This is transportation at its most epic and dramatic:
human teams are pushed to the limit and machinery operates at capacity and
beyond as huge teams across many countries execute pin-point planning to
deliver on time - every time.

12 Videos (11-16 mins)

Preview: Mega Transports I Password: Quintus2015

NO-GO ZONES
Following the mega success of Behind Bars, No-Go Zones: The World´s Toughest
Places reveals what it really means to be part of some of the world´s most infamous
microcosms: highly criminal hoods, occupied blocks, red light districts... At each
location the audience will walk and talk with the people who are part of these
places, to them the streets, corners, bars and prisons are at the same time both
their homes and a way of life.

7 Videos (7-14 mins)

Preview: No-Go Zones
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https://vimeo.com/864473992/0a536254b2?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/864473172/e2db44e794?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/864475448/362368ded0?share=copy


POVERTY IN PARADISE: LAS VEGAS
The bright lights of Vegas are a dark reality for some of the city‘s most forgotten
inhabitants. Homelessness in Vegas takes many forms, most of which are rarely
seen and deliberately ignored. This documentary series explores the realities of
being homeless in Las Vegas where everyday is a battle for survival. Told through
the eyes of the homeless community, the police, real estate agents and homeless
shelter volunteers, this film explores the depths of the city and unearths the issues,
and complexities of being homeless in one of America‘s most divided cities.

3 Videos (10-13 mins)

Preview: Poverty in Paradise: Las Vegas

MOST DANGEROUS WAYS TO SCHOOL
Facing the most extreme conditions – marching, climbing or swimming, these
little kids fear neither brutal cold nor dangerous terrain. They face wild animals,
climb up mountainous paths, fight their way through icy wastelands or under the
merciless sun of the desert. They persevere through all this with only one goal in
sight: a better life. These children have the most spectacular and most dangerous
ways to school in the world!

6 Videos (9-14 mins)

Preview: Most Dangerous Ways to School

WORLD'S MOST DANGEROUS RESCUES
This series offers an in-depth look at some of the world’s most remarkable rescue
missions, both those that are familiar and others that flew under the radar but
are no less incredible. Whether it’s being saved from a tsunami, dragged from a
ferocious fire or a plane that has crashed in the middle of the ocean. This series will
recount these extraordinary tales in a way that has never been done before. Each
episode features a variety of five to six different dangerous rescues that have been
caught on camera.

5 Videos (6-9 mins)

Preview: World's Most Dagnerous Rescues
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https://vimeo.com/864476381/81c4176e84?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/864478776/23eab57ade?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/864779407/c7f42f020c?ts=0&share=copy


ULTIMATE VEHICLES
This series takes a look at the most spectacular vehicles in the world: Civil air planes,
tanks, ships, mega cars, military jets and trains. In each episode, the audience is
introduced to ten of the most extravagant vehicles in the world. Ultimate Vehicles
is a breathtaking mixture of speed, technological achievements and gigantism
combined with exciting stories and plenty of take-away facts.

2 Videos (10-16 mins)

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE -
FLYING TRUCKS OF KENYA
In this access led documentary series, we see how Kenyan truckers transport
the most perishable local products. Their speed, determination and high risk on
the country’s most dangerous roads has earned them the nickname ‘The Flying
Trucks’. The 1 x 60’ pilot episode follows drivers and characters on two routes in
Kenya from Meru to Nairobi

3 Videos (10-16 mins)

Preview: Mission Impossible - Flying Trucks of Kenya

Preview: Ultimate Vehicles
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https://vimeo.com/864769011/c6a0d3d552?share=copy


VERTICAL 
YouTube &
Snapchat



BEHIND BARS
7 videos (<1 min)
Preview (Vertical YouTube): Behind Bars

Preview (Vertical YouTube): Banged Up: My Story

BANGED UP: MY STORY
1 video (<1 min)

NO-GO ZONES
7 Videos (7-14 mins)
Preview (Vertical YouTube): No-Go Zones

MOST DANGEROUS WAYS TO SCHOOL
6 Videos (9-14 mins)
Preview (Vertical YouTube): 
Most Dangerous Ways to School
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https://vimeo.com/864771958/e0de3ec2ee?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/864772699/c127f4a293?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/864772529/b2ce4f4f01?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/864772258/001bf895ab?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/864772258/001bf895ab?share=copy


BEHIND BARS
7 videos (<1 min)

BANGED UP: MY STORY
1 video (<1 min)

NO-GO ZONES
7 Videos (7-14 mins)
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MOST DANGEROUS WAYS TO SCHOOL
6 Videos (9-14 mins)

WORLD'S MOST DANGEROUS RESCUES
5 Videos (6-9 mins)



 
For all sales related matters, please contact:

Head of Sales and Co-Productions
Anouk Van Dijk

anouk.vandijk@quintusstudios.com
www.quintusstudios.com


